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Incrementalism, theory of public policy making, according to which policies result from a process of
interaction and mutual adaptation among a multiplicity of actors advocating different values, representing
different interests, and possessing different information. Incrementalism and the ideal of rational decision
making Incrementalism was first developed in the s by the American political scientist Charles E. Lindblom in
response to the then-prevalent conception of policy making as a process of rational analysis culminating in a
value-maximizing decision. Incrementalism emphasizes the plurality of actors involved in the policy-making
process and predicts that policy makers will build on past policies, focusing on incremental rather than
wholesale changes. Incrementalism has been fruitfully applied to explain domestic policy making, foreign
policy making, and public budgeting. Lindblom regarded rational decision making as an unattainable ideal. To
function properly, rational-comprehensive decision making must satisfy two conditions that are unlikely to be
met for most issues: Where these conditions are unmet and they will be unmet, according to Lindblom, for
most policy issues , the rational method provides no guidance whatsoever for policy makers. Incrementalism
circumvents these problems, producing defensible policies where the rational method is paralyzed.
Incrementalism emphasizes the amelioration of concrete problems rather than the pursuit of abstract ideals
such as social justice. Affected publics bring problems to government through a process Lindblom termed the
social fragmentation of analysis. No single actor possesses information sufficient to make a rational policy
decision, and problems are often addressed without ever being fully defined. Because limitations on both time
and information preclude examination of more than a few options, policy makers typically focus on
alternatives differing only marginally from previous policies. This narrow focus confines attention to options
that are well understood and politically feasible. In practice, policy makers do not identify objectives and then
examine alternative means, as called for by the rational ideal. To the contrary, means and ends are typically
considered simultaneously, inasmuch as different policy alternatives represent different trade-offs among
contending values. Incremental outcomes are virtually inevitable, given the need to bargain over a limited
number of alternatives that differ only marginally from past policies. Large change is nevertheless possible
through the accumulation of incremental steps resulting from repeated policy cycles. This serial nature of the
policy process represents yet another advantage of incrementalism, according to Lindblom: Because Lindblom
believed most policy issues exhibit conflict over objectives and inadequate information, he expected that
departures from incrementalism would be rare. The knowledge base would be sufficient to permit rational
decision making only for minor technical or administrative decisions. Wars, revolutions, or other grand
opportunities may serve as catalysts for major policy shifts, but the eventual consequences of these dramatic
departures would be unpredictable. Public demands for policy reform Some experts have argued that an
aroused mass public opinion demanding action on a particular problem can prod policy makers to enact
nonincremental policies. This, however, is far from the norm. Where policy makers with a long-term interest
and expertise in an issue disagree among themselves, nonincremental policy making is effectively precluded
by conflict over objectives and the inadequacy of the knowledge base. Under such circumstances, policy
makers may distract mass public opinion while negotiating an incremental solution to substantive issues out of
public view. Whatever the effects of public arousal on policy making, nonincremental policy departures are
unlikely to be effective where the conditions for rational policy making are unmet. The Clean Air Act of has
been cited as one such instance. In this case, mass public arousal did nothing to increase the knowledge base
available to policy makers. The legislation assuaged public opinion by setting goals for businesses that no one
knew how to meet at the time the law was passed. The conditions for rational decision making are most likely
to be met if at all late in the policy-making process, after policy makers have accumulated a great deal of
experience with policies and crystallized their objectives. Utopians of both the right and the left reject its slow
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operation and apparent incoherence. More-pragmatic policy makers find incrementalism a realistic and
practical way to pursue needed reforms gradually, through a pluralistic process of trial and error. For
incrementalism to work properly, at least two conditions have to be met. All or almost all affected interests
must be represented in the policy, and there must be no major imbalances in power among the various
participants.
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Incrementalism is a method of working by adding to a project using many small incremental changes instead of a few
(extensively planned) large jumps. Logical incrementalism implies that the steps in the process are sensible. [1].

Compare and contrast Rationalism and Incrementalism in policy formulation. How do you think the Mixed
Scanning Model Provides Panacea to the weaknesses of the two policy approaches? Policy formulated after
Arusha Declaration, reflected socialism and self reliance as the ideology of the country and the entire
government system. The hierarchies in formulation of policy as well as limitations of state organs were
constitutionally spelt out Von Freyhold, In national executive committees NEC was mandated to formulate
policies. The planning commission was assigned to formulate macro policies, while the government ministries
were assigned to formulate their sectoral policies. Policy formulation in Tanzania follows government
structure where the president is the one concerned with formulation of policies, by constitutional powers
vested to him as the state and the executive policy decision maker. The cabinet of ministers who assist the
president in decision making policies, permanent secretary, task force, cabinet secretaries, and their ministerial
committee work on policies when a need arises under the guidance of the president office. Policy formulation
process has resulted to a number of policies including, health policy, water policy, community and
development policy, privatization policy environmental 3 policy and others Uongozi journal of management
and development dynamis,Vol. Jefkins the term public policy is synonymous with decision the only deference
between them is on the point of their origination. Public policy is whatever governments choose to do or not to
do Dye Policy formulation is the process of developing and defining policies, making strategic decisions,
formulating and enacting laws, issuing constitutions of state and so on. Policy formulation is the creation of
course of action for dealing with problems. The formulation of the polices is done to create a relevant course
of action for dealing with a particular problem. When new public policies are created, there are generally three
key thing involved in the process: The problem is the issue that needs to be addressed, the player is the
individual or group that is influential in forming a plan to address the problem in question, and the policy is
the finalized course of action decided upon by the government1 Policy formulation use two steps on creating
policies; first must create decisions on what should be done about a certain problem and to draft a proposal on
which policy to adopt and it will be acceptable for a problem. There are many stages of public policy
formulation and each author have his or her own average number of stages, one of the authors are Warioba
and Msabila has put policy in a cycle of five stages also Warioba, L. Problem identification, this means the
government determines their problem so that to formulate policy to solve a certain problem but some problems
are not easy to be solved. Raising a problem is important in a process of developing a problem Warioba and 1
http: Agenda setting is important results from problems that need a policy. Identifying alternative solution,
after identifying the problem, the next step is to identify possible solutions, policy makers should identify the
alternative policy which will solve a problem, and in this stage it is important to involve professionals who are
capable of analyzing the possible solutions in policy. Selection of policy option, once solution has been
identified next step is to select a policy, policy makers should select best policy which solve problem of the
citizens. Implementation, selected policy must implemented, policy implementation starts after the decision to
adopt a particular course of action made and ends successful. This stage involves government ministries, local
authorities, and other regulatory bodies. Policy implementation must be done carefully so that the original
policy could bring goals from the objectives. Sometimes policy fails due to dynamic of the implementation
process. Evaluation, after implementation policy, the policy should be evaluated to examine how policy is
working; governmental actors and nongovernmental actors should be responsible on evaluating a policy so
that to avoid mistakes when policy is working. Evaluation, determine the impact of policy, timely use and
intervene of people who are responsible. Scholars have developed various public policy making models over
the years in an attempt to explicate the process and to teach students and practitioners how to make public
policy. There are approaches to analyze the development and implementation of public policy, three models
will be discussed in this paper which are rational, incremental, and mixed scanning model in policy
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formulation. A brief review of these models will help to frame the contrast and comparison of rational and
incremental model. The underlying assumptions for this model are that the actors in the process are rational,
decision makers who follow a logical path in developing public policy. A policy is rational when it is most
efficient, that is, if the ratio between the values it achieves and the value it sacrifices is positive and higher
than any other policy alternative. The idea of efficiency involves the calculation of all the social, political, and
economic values sacrificed or achieved by a public policy. Political policy makers should be rational.
According to Dye as quoted by Dunn , have explained being rational is not easy. In order to be rational, it is
desirable that there should be: This approach suffer from many constraints, is bandied about so much and so
indiscriminately that it threatens to lose its meaning. In the accomplishment of goals is very difficult to
exercise. Also in securing optimization is expected to produce optimal results. But in reality it does not always
do so. Public interest is more important than being merely the sum of individual interest. Incrementalism
approach was originally proposed by the economist Lindblom and attempt to correct the imperfections of the
rational model and to illustrate how policy decision makers actually behave Henry he argued that decision
makers do not 7 annually review all existing and proposed policies, instead they take an incremental approach
in which there is slow evolution of policies by cautions incremental changes. Some analysts describe
incremental as muddling through, in contrast to the rational-comprehensive model of policy planning. A
rational economic actor is seen as an individual or collective decision maker actor who weighs the cost and
benefits of all available alternatives and takes actions that are motivated by a concern with the efficient use of
resources. Policy change occurs when collective decision maker; identify the policy alternatives that may best
contribute to the attainment of each goal and objective; forecasts the consequences that will result from the
selection of each alternative and compares these consequences in terms of their consequences for the
attainment of each goals and objective. Policy makers accept to establish programmes and agree to continue
with previous policies because they do not have brains, time, and money to fashion truly different policies; he
or she accepts the policies of the past as satisfying and legitimate. There are also costs in existing policies that
would be impossible to retrieve if a radically new course were taken, and this discourages innovative action.
Attempts to understand the incremental approach of public policy making and implementation can be
categorized along six emphases, elitism, groups, systems, institutionalism, and organized anarchy. Decision
making is recognized as a fundamental activity of public administration. The debate of Rational versus
incremental models of policy making could view as a debate 8 over alternative political systems and values;
by starting with the diffecerences of the two models: Rational decision making has a centralizing bias, while
incrementalism tends to favor representative and pluralist decision making. In addition, the rational model
tends not to favor any community contribution while incrementalism leans towards widespread popular
participation in decision making. Rationalism is very appealing because one of its axioms is that problems are
rationally and logically identified. Therefore a well ordered approach to finding the best solution is based on
all of the information available, followed by sound scientific analysis of all alternatives before a solution is
selected while Incrementalism through policy formulation allowing for small changes in public policy,
although this approach does not typically provide for comprehensive solutions, they do provide for partial
solutions that are politically acceptable. The rational model in policy formulation is aimed at maximizing
efficiency and net value achievement. This means that all of the values of society are known and that any more
values required by a policy are compensated for by attainment of other values while Incremental approach is
conservative in that existing policies, programs and expenditure are considered and attention is concentrated
on new policies and on increases, modifications of established programs. The normative advantages in policy
makers being rational claiming that they should increase their knowledge of alternative options and employ
increasingly sophisticated technological means of deciding between alternatives to make better use of
systematic research while there are normative advantages in policy makers to seeking muddle through.
Incrementalism allows decisions to be grounded in reality rather than abstract models which may not be
realistic and acknowledges continuous relationships between problems and solutions. Rationalism incur cost,
time, to find information on choosing the alternative policies while Incremental model do not have time,
money to investigate all the alternative policies because they only review all existing and proposed policies. It
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took long time to accomplish the investigation of alternative policies in Rationalism because a new policy is
needed with many people involved while Incrementalism using little time on investigation of policies due to
creation of previous policy and to put little modifications which does not cost time. These models despite their
numerous differences but for some instant they are similar in the sense that: Both have benefits and
disadvantages, rational model can eliminate barriers and promote radical transformations, achieving greater
impact and visibility. Incremental may benefit communication and participation, suggesting a bottom-up
model of governance, but it is also more permeable to popular views that are not always conducive to effective
solutions. The incremental approach is more vulnerable to demagoguery. Both models when comes to the
approval, they have to pass through to the president of the united of republic who have been vested power as
the state and executive policy decision maker so that the policy could be implemented. Both approaches
exercised by different individuals and groups on policy formulation and decision making whereby government
ministries, local authorities, regulatory bodies, the leaders of organized interests are all involved in
implementation and the governmental 10 actors and non-governmental actors who are responsible on
evaluation of policy are also involved. Both approaches incur costs in the process of policy formulation
whereby the rational wants its policies cost to exceed the benefits they consume much time, money to
investigate on policy and some time it could take almost a year to find better one and that process need money,
time. Both intend to solve problem, rational and incremental model policy makers make decisions on
alternative policies to address public problems effectively. Those problems come from the community. Both
have strength and weaknesses in operating the whole process of policy formulation. The above similarities and
difference between Rational and Incremental model in policy formulation have weaknesses which have been
given direction by mixed scanning model but this model also is not hundred percent effective in policy
implementation whereby decision making is not only having positive perception there are also negative
perception. Mixed Scanning model, is a hierarchical mode of decision making Goldberg as quoted by Etzioni
that combines higher order, fundamental decision making with lower order incremental decisions that work
out prepare for the higher order ones. Mixed scanning also contains rules for allocation of resources among the
level of decision making and for evaluation; leading to changes in the proposition of higher versus lower
levels of scanning based on changes in the situation. This model distinguished between the requirements of
strategic choices that set basic policy directions, and operational choices that help lay the ground work for
strategic choices or contribute to their implementation. The fundamental proposition of mixed scanning is that
policy change occurs when problems of choice are adapted to the nature of problems confronted by policy
makers, 11 mixed scanning selectively combines elements of rationality and incremental. Also the approach is
less demanding than the full search of all options that rationalism requires, and more strategic and innovative
than incrementalism. It was suggested in the , that it is both empirically supported, in that the most effective
decision makers are expected to use mixed scanning, and the most suitable Etzioni Etzioni describes some of
the principles of the mixed scanning process which are; Focused trial and error, enables the organization to
adapt productively to the reality of partial knowledge. There are two parts of it; first, knowing where to start
the search for an effective intervention and second, checking outcomes at intervals to adjust and modify the
intervention. Etzioni Tentativeness, a commitment to revise the original course when it becomes necessary, is
an important piece of this adaptive strategy. Schools would benefit if they viewed the changes they make, for
example adjustments in curriculum, schedules, or student placements as tentative and experimental, taking
initial action to respond to a problem but waiting to make a final decision until they see the effect of their
preliminary adjustment. Procrastination is another element of the mixed scanning strategy. Unlike the
immediate decisions that must be made on a daily basis by the principal, strategic decisions are rarely
impaired if they are intentionally postponed for a week or month to pursue more knowledge or wait for
improved conditions. Hedging bets and maintaining strategic resources are two related adaptive principles.
The mixed scanning approach provides solutions to the weaknesses of the rational and incremental approaches
where: Mixed scanning also should be made by exploring as many as possible Mixed scanning provide
guideline for accumulation whereby the incremental approach shows its weakness when it does not provide
guidelines for the accumulation, it is likely to be random or scattered. The approach was developed in contrast
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to rationalist modes of decision making and to incrementalism, due to those models having much criticism on
its policy implementation and the mixed give direction on resources for the better of other models. Also mixed
scanning provides a particular procedure for collecting information and a strategy for resource allocation
whereby those resources information guide the weaknesses of the rational and incremental where those models
does not efficient have procedures on allocation of the information, they only consider the benefits.
CONCLUSION 13 In all circumstances, some combination of the two approaches is necessary because the
problem is not to adopt one approach and reject the other, but to combine them in a prudent way. All three
approaches to decision making are not only positive, in the sense that they claim to describe the ways decision
makers actually act, but also normative approaches in that they prescribe how effective decisions ought to be.
The involvement of community is important in decision making to choose good policy which will be easy
implemented to solve the problem. Also adequate budget must be prepared for the investigation of alternative
policy instead of making the continuation of previous policies because sometimes modification of policies
does not solve the current problem. Prentice, Hall, 3 rd ed, pg4 Dunn, W. McGraw-Hill pg79 Henry, N.
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This chapter examines: How we define comprehensive and bounded calendrierdelascience.com literature which uses
comprehensive rationality as a point of calendrierdelascience.com argument that incrementalism is both a realistic
description of how policy is made and how it should be calendrierdelascience.com the study of incrementalism informs
the big questions of political science, such as: how should we make policy?

Advantages and Disadvantages of Rational Models and Incremental Budgeting Models by Walter Johnson Updated September 26, Budgeting is often a highly technical and painstaking process, and it lies at the root of
many contemporary political and social problems. A budget, in other words, is the final analysis of
government policy: Ultimately, the political process of elections, voting, committees, ideologies and ideas all
come down to budget numbers. It does not look to the pastâ€”what needed funding beforeâ€”but analyzes
each new budgeting process afresh. Zero-based budgeting is one of the more important elements of the
rational process, where each item to be funded starts from zero dollars. Such an approach has the advantage of
saving money, since each agency and project funded must justify its use of tax dollars. The drawback is the
constant round of hearings for each and every agency to analyze its methods of spending money. The
bureaucratic analysis necessary can be overwhelming. This is a difficult process where government agencies
never know if they will be funded -- and how much -- from year to year. Incremental Budgets The incremental
approach to budgeting sees the budget as an icon of a sort. It is the result of political compromises, and in a
way, is the highest manifestation of the democratic process. In an incremental budgeting system, as the U.
Video of the Day Brought to you by Techwalla Brought to you by Techwalla Contrasts The rational budget, in
general, is the result of an ideology where a government, or some agency of human reason, can anticipate what
a society will need from year to year. Such a budget does not respond to democracy, but only to technocracy:
The incrementalist seems to be committed to funding programs of dubious usage simply because they have
been funded in the past. Issues The incremental idea is also ideological in that it suggests a budget is the
highest manifestation of political life. Budgets cannot be changed radically from year to year because it would
upset the functioning of government, it would introduce too much instability, and rejects the compromises of
politicians elected in the past without giving them a hearing. Budget numbers represent the ability of
politicians, bureaucrats, committees and others working together to compromise on how taxpayer money
should be spent. On the other hand, the incremental idea can be criticized for refusing to force agencies to
justify themselves. The incrementalist sees budgets as political documents, while the rationalist sees them as
economic ones, governed only by standards of efficiency. Bartley Hildreth; About the Author Walter Johnson
has more than 20 years experience as a professional writer. After serving in the United Stated Marine Corps
for several years, he received his doctorate in history from the University of Nebraska.
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Comparison between Rational model and Incrementalism 1. R Incrementalism Rationalism They don't search until they
find "the one best way" but stop their search when they find an alternative that "will work". 2.R Rational model leads to
unconscious neglect and inaction the rational model is.

Bounded Rationality and Incrementalism 2. Empirical Value of Bounded Rationality and Incrementalism 5.
Criticism and Further Research Bibliography 1. Whether public policy is indeed in its essence the study of
decision making or not is however part of a different debate that this essay will not delve into. How and why
do they take the decisions they are taking? One theoretical framework policy scholars have long used to give
answers to the questions was the rational choice theory. The rational choice theory bases on the
anthropological assumption that human beings are "economic men", or "Homo economicus" Parsons, ,
implying that human beings are "calculating self-interested individual s " p. Likewise, applied to public policy,
it argues that choices are made rationally and objectively: Decisions are outcomes of comprehensive economic
calculations in which a certain problem is clearly identified, all available information is gathered, all possible
courses of action are taken into consideration, and the most effective or the most efficient solution is chosen.
Smith and Larimer, , p. Simon and Lindblom are two prominent critics among these scholars. Both challenged
the "ideal type" of rationality by pointing out its empirical boundaries and limitations when in reality policy
choices are made. This essay is aimed at achieving three things: Secondly, to compare and contrast both
models with each other to examine what important commonalities and distinctions they bear. Lastly, to answer
the question to what extent Simon and Lindblom are themselves grounded in reality after dismissing the
rational choice model as unrealistic. For this purpose, the procedure of the essay will be as follows: In the end,
the essay will give summarize the findings and point to criticisms and further research. Even though the
rational choice theory is at the basis of Simons and Lindbloms critical works, for the sake of not to overrun the
scope of this essay, we will not delve further into the arguments of rational choice model or depict the
anthropological debate held between the two camps, namely the reason-rationality context and the
passion-instincts context. His core argument is that human beings, when they face a problem and are required
to act, are prevented from behaving in a fully rational manner due to limitations in their cognitive capabilities
and to environmental constraints, even though they are rational in their intentions. Policy actors, taken as
individuals, face the same limitations: Instead of engaging in exhaustive calculations on costs and benefits or
collecting thorough information, they simply adapt to the given situation that enables them to solve the issue
in a "satisficing" way. The reasons Simon gives as to why complete rationality is impossible to attain can be
summarized as follows: Acting rationally presupposes that one has not only complete knowledge but also an
anticipation of the consequences a taken choice will have. Knowledge of consequences, however, is subject to
temporariness. Further, a full rational decision requires taking into account all possible and available options.
The latter is, however, in actual behavior never the case, since the entire range of alternatives is hardly ever
fully exploited.
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amined the "incrementalism" and "comprehensive rationality" models of policymaking over the past several decades, 11
but legal scholars dis- Republicans [who] hold sway in their 'red states,' while pro-gun-control Democrats rule in.

Origin[ edit ] Most people use incrementalism without ever needing a name for it because it is the natural and
intuitive way to tackle everyday problems, such as making coffee or getting dressed. Even in processes that
involve more extensive planning, incrementalism is often an important tactic for dealing reactively with small
details. For example, one might plan a route for a driving trip on a map, but one would not typically plan in
advance where to change lanes or how long to stop at each streetlight. The political scientist Charles E.
Lindblom developed Incrementalism in the mid s. The goal for the new perspective of Incrementalism was for
policy makers to avoid making changes before they really engaged and rationally thought through the issue. In
contrast to other systems of planning such as top down, bottom up , and so on, incrementalism involves
concentrating on dealing with the immediate problems as they arrive and avoiding trying to create an overall
strategic plan. This means muddling through the issues at hand based on importance. Strategic implementation
is a very well thought out plan of implementation that is the opposite to incrementalism. Although the plan
involved with the strategic implementation might work incrementally it has set objectives at set times with
little to no intention of muddling through the process. In other words, every part of the implementation would
be expected and planned for ahead of time. The antithesis of incrementalism is that work must be
accomplished in one single push rather than through a process of continuous improvement. All work must be
planned, only presented when complete and work in progress must be hidden. In political science , research on
incrementalism has largely been incorporated into the study of Punctuated equilibrium in social theory , which
views policy change as periods of incremental improvement punctuated by major policy shifts. Advantages[
edit ] The advantages of incrementalism over other formal systems is that no time is wasted planning for
outcomes which may not occur. Since it does not involve any radical and complete changes, it is easily
accepted and therefore the process is expedient. Compared to some of the other budgeting methods used in
business, it is one of the easiest to put in practice one does not have to be an accountant or have much
experience in business to use this form of budgeting. Many managers are intimidated by large budget increases
from one period to the next. Doing it from one month to the next allows one to see change very quickly when
a new policy or budget is implemented. With this method of budgeting, it is easier to keep everyone on the
same page and avoid conflicts between departments [4] Disadvantages[ edit ] Disadvantages are that time may
be wasted dealing with the immediate problems and no overall strategy is developed. Incrementalism in the
study of rationality can be seen as a stealthy way to bring about radical changes that were not initially
intended, a slippery slope. A beagle hound has a very good sense of smell but limited eyesight, and thus could
miss prey that appears in front of but downwind. Likewise, by only focusing on incremental changes to
policies and policy applications, organisations are in danger of missing the broader directions in fulfilling their
mandate. Beagle fallacy is the primary criticism of incrementalism. However, in business, that is rarely the
case, and there are always variables. They have no incentive to innovate and come up with new ideas or
policies since everything is limited. Therefore, if they do not spend everything that is allocated to them, they
may not have enough money to work with next year. That creates an environment where waste is encouraged.
Whereas it is often criticized as "fire fighting", the progressive improvement of product designs characteristic,
e. Another example would be in small changes that make way for a bigger overall change to get past
unnoticed. A series of small steps toward an agenda would be less likely to be questioned than a large and
swift change. An example could be the rise of gas prices, the company would only raise the price by a few
cents every day, instead of a large change to a target price overnight. Examples[ edit ] In the s, many countries
decided to invest in wind energy. Denmark , a small country of around 5 million people, became a world
leader in this technology using an incremental approach. The reason for the difference of approach was that
the Danish wind industry developed from an agricultural base whilst the American and UK wind industries
were based on hi-tech aerospace companies with significant university involvement. In practice, however,
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windmill design is not very complicated and the biggest problem is the tradeoff between cost and reliability.
Although the UK and the U. In contrast, the heavy agricultural windmills produced by the Danes just kept
turning, and by the top three windmill manufacturers in the world were Danish. There was a Plan 6
cost-sharing program that was a component in both of these projects and displayed innovations of the external
enforcers and internal entrepreneurs and how they muddled through as well as collaborated incrementally to
work on these projects with many different players in the mix. The amounts with which are decided gradually
change based on the importance as well as efficiencies and inefficiencies of agencies or priorities. In the case
of climate change the opinions changed gradually over the years as more and more scientific evidence became
clear to policy makers that it should be a prevalent policy issue. Related concepts[ edit ] Incrementalism is a
planning methodology normally found where a large strategic plan is either unnecessary or has failed to
develop and for that reason it is often just called "muddling through".
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The rational budget, in general, is the result of an ideology where a government, or some agency of human reason, can
anticipate what a society will need from year to year. Such a budget does not respond to democracy, but only to
technocracy: what experts and specialists might think is necessary for a society.

Incrementalism Policy Outcomes, Big and Little Just as we have divided the policy agenda into micro and
macro, we can distinguish between two types of policy outcomes, incremental adjustments and systemic
overhaul. We normally associate incrementalism with the micro agenda and overhaul with the macro agenda.
Incrementalism, also disdainfully called disjointed incrementalism, is a policy making process which produces
decisions only marginally different from past practice. Some analysts describe incrementalism as muddling
through, in contrast to the ideal of the rational-comprehensive model of policy planning. The rational model
assumes a great deal of information, clarity of goals and criteria, and the ability to define and analyze all
possible alternatives, rendering a single clear solution. The real world is not so obliging. Given all the
constraints examined in this chapter, perhaps all that we can realistically expect is minor modification, inertia,
or business as usual. Many find this conclusion disappointing, regarding incrementalism as a failure of the
political system to come to grips with the underlying problems which put issues on the agenda. Risk-averters
and some Conservatives regard incrementalism as safe, system-conserving behavior. Nonetheless, we must
regard incrementalism as the most likely outcome of the policy formulation process. Why Is Incrementalism
the Norm? We note that the systemic tendency to incrementalism reproduces itself in each stage of the policy
cycle, especially at budgeting, not just at formulation. We will examine here how incrementalism occurs in
both phases of the policy formulation process, analysis and politics. These reasons are conceptually distinct,
but reinforce each other. As we will see when we look at implementation and budgeting, the tendency to
incrementalism operates there as well. In fact, incrementalism is the norm in each stage of the process.
Incrementalism is characterized by severe limits in the rationality applied to policy analysis. It may also
represent a failure of policy analysis. This failure is not purely technical, but institutional, since organizations
operate with constraints, especially of time and budget. Here are several reasons that rationality is constrained
for policy formulation: Typically, only a narrow range of alternatives and consequences can examined
seriously, and even those few are blinkered by past practice. The policy chosen is likely to provide only a
limited, short-term amelioration of the concrete problem posed on the political agenda. Overhaul, the opposite
of incrementalism, introduces formidable risk and many decision makers prefer a risk-aversion strategy which
prevent unanticipated and possible irreversible policy outcome. The criterion brought to bear is not goal
maximizing, but administrative satisficing, slight improvement as compared with past performance.
Incrementalism and inaction consume fewer resources than a more systemic solution, especially an unproven
one. Large budget deficits, or merely the memory of such deficit spending, dampen enthusiasm for tackling
problems on a grand scale. In addition to the limits of rationality, there are significant political and
organizational forces which promote incremental decision making. Constitutional checks and balances ,
separation of powers, and federalism. Recall my earlier point that the Founders intended to secure liberty and
prevent tyranny, not to design a streamlined method of policy determination and implementation. Interest
groups and subgovernments promote incremental change in the status quo. They control the micro-agenda,
limit the scope of alternatives, shut out unsympathetic voices, and skew the decision making in favor of vested
interests and past practice. In such an environment, the built-in political process of negotiation, bargaining,
and compromise among many legitimate participants in the policy arena is virtually the only way to get things
done. Further, the very character of large-scale, complex organizations fosters incrementalism:
Government-induced change typically carries a price tag, but budgets are scarce and complex. Budgetary
constraints prevent the initiation of new policies or the expansion of existing programs. The budget-making
process is notoriously cumbersome and resistant to reform, as we shall see when we turn our attention to
budgeting. Finally, the legal system operates around a set of established principles which also reinforce
incrementalism: Precedent, especially evident in the holdings of the Supreme Court. Due process under the
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law, which provides legal standing to many interested parties and provides the opportunity to use litigation as
a redress: New and bold policies get tied up in court. But results more profound than incrementalism do
happen, albeit rarely. We turn next to overhaul. The Public Policy Web.
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Chapter 7 : Public policy analysis | Angela Kagaruki - calendrierdelascience.com
Incrementalism and the ideal of rational decision making Incrementalism was first developed in the s by the American
political scientist Charles E. Lindblom in response to the then-prevalent conception of policy making as a process of
rational analysis culminating in a value-maximizing decision.

Incremental Budgeting How are annual budgets really determined? Does the budgetary process rely on
rational comparisons of each proposed expenditure against all potential alternatives? Are benefits arrayed
against costs in a comprehensive methodology? Recall our previous discussion of the limitations of rationality
within the policy formulation process. It broke down, giving way to the narrower logic of incrementalism.
Budget-making is an incremental process: Budget determination is short run and incrementalism runs rampant.
Too many decisions must be made by too many parties in too complicated a process with too little information
and with too little time. The answer to this dilemma is to use the convenient shorthand of incremental
decision-making. Rationality is again reduced in time and among alternatives. It is not pretty, tidy, or
intellectually satisfying. As a method of decision making, incrementalism is a practicable device for coping
with the overwhelmingly complex job of budgeting. So, the current budget decision is the product of previous
decisions, which admits that precedent and past commitment in policy formulation is essential in the long
term. This is reinforced by the rarity of termination, which we will see later in the course, and the failure of
past efforts of reform, usually entailing more centralization and rationalization. Why is incrementalism
functional in the budget-making process? Incrementalism averts risk, provides an adequate rationale for
decision-making, reinforces an existing equilibrium of political forces potentially upset by a shift in party in
either the executive or the legislative branch , averts intense and destabilizing conflict, and is easily
understood by all. Long range Policy commitments have been made and must be honored, more or less.
Mandatory programs have been authorized and their budgetary needs met, more or less. Powerful political
forces will be unleashed if other methods, more radical such as overhaul or termination, are used. Bargaining,
negotiation, coalition formation coalesce into a rough agreement on the status quo, reflected in the tendency to
continue the practice of incrementalism. There might be a single advantage to a process often criticized as
irresponsible and simplistic: Incrementalism allows the possibility that the decision-making process focuses
more closely on the few new programs and the targeted major recisions which take much political controversy
to enact. Such budget battles are great distractions, and must be fought one at a time, if they are fought at all.
An important caveat must be acknowledged here: The political alignment must be right: Public opinion must
clearly be in favor of change and a mandate for a positive program must have been achieved by a landslide in
the last election. Also, an absence of countervailing forces, such as intense resistance by entrenched interest
groups, must be present. The Clinton administration does not enjoy the full set of requirements cited above to
overhaul the budgetary process. The main battleground of the new administration may become the perennial
request of the modern executive, the line item veto. President Bush asked for such authority, but was rebuffed.
The campaign promise to cut the national deficit, forced by the maverick candidate, Ross Perot, will also
inflict a fiscal discipline not previously shown by Democratic presidents. November 3, Last Update:
Chapter 8 : Incrementalism - Wikipedia
Incrementalism is characterized by severe limits in the rationality applied to policy analysis. It may also represent a
failure of policy analysis. This failure is not purely technical, but institutional, since organizations operate with
constraints, especially of time and budget.

Chapter 9 : Rational-comprehensive decision-making: A Glossary of Political Economy Terms - Dr. Paul M.
The mixed scanning combines both the rational-comprehensive and incrementalism theory. Etzioni, a sociologist
describes that the decisions making in incrementalism theory better details the interest of people more powerful and
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organized groups, leaving behind the interests of underprivileged people including unorganized groups.
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